Antigenic requirements for the generation of secondary cytotoxicity.
The in vitro role of products of the H-2 complex in restimulation of secondary proliferative and cytotoxic responses has been studied. In this paper we have studied in particular the role of CD antigens, the target antigens for cytotoxic T lymphocytes. We have used UV-treated cells that express their CD antigens but no LD. Like others, we demonstrate that CD antigens alone are able to generate a secondary cytotoxic response and furthermore that these CD antigens must be the same as those used for primary sensitization. However, in contrast to the results of others, in some cases UV-treated cells were unable to restimulate such a response even when appropriate controls showed that the CD antigens on UV-treated cells were functional. Furthermore, in these cases the addition of an LD stimulus in the presence of UV-treated cells results in a secondary cytotoxic response that is significantly greater than that elicited by LD restimulation alone. Such potentiation is not observed if the CD antigens used for restimulation are different from those used for the primary sensitization. In addition, a non-H 2 differences(s), presumably the M1s locus, appears to be able to generate a secondary response. The implication of these results are discussed in terms of "memory" T lymphocytes in cell-mediated immunity.